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Abstract 
The large aperture optical mirror for space is processed and tested in the 
gravity environment on the ground. After entering space, gravity disappears 
due to the change of environment, and the mirror surface that has met the 
engineering requirements on the ground will change, seriously affecting the 
imaging quality. In order to eliminate the influence of gravity and to ensure 
the consistency of space and ground, gravity unloading must be performed. 
In order to meet the requirements of processing and testing for the large aper-
ture space mirror in the state of vertical optical axis, a universal gravity un-
loading device was proposed. It was an active support and used air cylinders 
to provide accurate unloading force. First, the design flow of gravity unload-
ing was introduced; then the detailed design of the mechanical structure and 
control system was given; then the performance parameters of the two types 
of cylinders were tested and compared, including the force-pressure rela-
tionship curve and the force-position relationship curve; finally, the experi-
mental verification of the gravity unloading device was carried out; for a 
mirror with an aperture of Ø2100 mm, the gravity unloading device was de-
signed and a vertical detection optical path was built. The test results showed 
that by using this gravity unloading device, the actual processing surface ac-
curacy of the mirror was better than 1/50λ-RMS, which met the application 
requirement of the optical system. Thus, it can be seen that using this gravity 
unloading device can effectively unload the gravity of the mirror and realize 
the accurate processing and measurement of the mirror surface. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of remote sensing technology, in order to 
meet the requirements of large field of view, wide coverage and high resolution 
of the optical system [1] [2] [3] [4], the aperture of the optical mirror has be-
come larger and larger, and the requirements of surface shape accuracy have also 
become higher and higher, which makes the processing and detection of the 
mirror more difficult. Since the optical mirror is processed and tested in the 
gravity environment on the ground, after entering space, the gravity will disap-
pear due to the change of environment, and the mirror surface shape will change, 
which will seriously affect the imaging quality of the mirror [5]. In order to ef-
fectively unload gravity, eliminate the influence of gravity and ensure the con-
sistency of heaven and earth, the gravity unloading device is used in the mirror 
shape detection process. According to whether the supporting force can be ac-
tively adjusted, the gravity unload device can be divided into two types of active 
support and passive support [6] [7] [8]. The support force of active support can 
be controlled and adjusted with high support accuracy, but its support structure 
may be more complex. The support force of passive support cannot be adjusted 
and the support accuracy is low, but the distribution of support points is easy to 
calculate and the structure is simple. From the current research status of large 
aperture space mirror support technology at home and abroad, it can be seen 
that in order to achieve high precision gravity unloading of large aperture mir-
rors, active support has been widely studied [9] [10]. 

At present, the active gravity unloading device mostly uses the force actuator 
structure [11] [12]. The specific form is to arrange several force actuators on the 
back of the mirror, and use the force exerted by the actuators to compensate for 
gravity. In essence, this method is to apply an upward force field to the back of 
the mirror so that the resultant force of the mirror in a gravity environment is 0 
N, thereby indirectly simulating the state of weightlessness. For example, the 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) adopted 134 active support points during ground 
processing. By accurately calculating the support force of each support point, the 
emulation of the zero-gravity state under the vertical optical axis was realized, 
and the processing accuracy of the reflective mirror shape within the range of 2.4 
m aperture was 6.4 nm RMS [13]. The Supernova Acceleration Probe (SNAP) 
was a new-generation telescope in the United States. Its aperture was 2050 mm, 
and the RMS surface shape accuracy in orbit was required to be better than 10 
nm. During the ground processing and detection process, 57 active support points 
were used, and the RMS of the surface shape processing accuracy was ultimately 
better than 6.8 nm [14]. 

Aiming at the detection requirement of the optical axis vertical state of the 
space large aperture mirror, this paper proposes an active gravity unloading 
support device, which is universal and uses the cylinder to provide the support 
force, and gives the detailed design of the mechanical structure and control sys-
tem. Finally, the experimental verification of the device was carried out. Using 
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this gravity unloading support device, the actual surface shape accuracy RMS of 
the mirror was better than 1/50λ. The experimental results show that the device 
can effectively unload gravity and realize high precision processing and detec-
tion of the mirror. 

2. Theoretical Design 
2.1. Design Flow 

The active gravity unloading device is mainly designed for the meter caliber 
mirror, and the cylinder is selected to support the force, this device can meet the 
plane, spherical and aspherical mirror processing and detection. Figure 1 shows 
the specific design flow of the gravity unloading device. For a mirror, the first 
step is to carry out gravity unloading simulation analysis, so as to determine the 
number of unloading points, the size of the force value and the specific distribu-
tion. Then, taking into account the feasibility of the project implementation, all 
points with similar force value are combined into one gas circuit. As the force is 
provided by the cylinder, it is necessary to calibrate the cylinder one by one due 
to the difference in cylinder performance. The cylinders with similar perfor-
mance parameters are grouped in the same gas circuit to ensure that the support 
force provided by each cylinder in the circuit is as same as possible under the 
same air pressure. Then the mechanical structure is designed, and finally the 
control system is designed. 

2.2. Detailed System Design 

The gravity unloading device is divided into two parts: the mechanical system 
and the control system. The mechanical system refers to the mechanical struc-
ture of the gravity unloading device. Figure 2 shows a three-dimensional model 
of the mechanical structure, which is mainly consists of the base plate, air cy-
linder, support plate, support column, positioning guide column, tangential po-
sition limiter and displacement sensor. The base plate supports the entire struc-
tural system and must ensure a certain degree of rigidity. Moreover, the cylinder 
is connected to the base plate by bolts, so the base plate is an important part to 
define the position of the cylinder. According to the processing conditions, the 
position error of the cylinder connecting hole on the base plate can be controlled 
within 0.1 mm. The cylinder is the realization unit of the force actuator, placed 
at the correct support point position, by providing accurate force to support the 
mirror, the cylinder push rod is connected with extension rod and ball cap, the 
ball cap is attached with 3 M rubber pad to achieve soft contact and prevent 
bumping the mirror. The support plate, before the force of the cylinder is applied 
to the mirror, the mirror is placed on the support plate, and the support plate  

 

 
Figure 1. The design flow of gravity unloading device. 
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional model of the mechanical structure. 

 
has corresponding holes according to the position of the support point, when the 
cylinder is supplied with air, the push rod of the cylinder rises up, and the top 
ball cap can contact the back of the mirror through the holes, thus supporting 
the mirror from the support plate to achieve gravity unloading. The connection 
between the support and the base plate is realized by the support column. The 
positioning guide column is arranged on the base plate to play the role of posi-
tioning guide, and it is evenly distributed at 120˚ to ensure that the gravity un-
loading device has good repeat positioning ability. The tangential position limi-
ter is evenly distributed on the base plate at 120˚, its function is to limit the ho-
rizontal movement of the mirror and play the role of side protection. The dis-
placement sensor is also evenly distributed at 120˚ and touches the back edge of 
the mirror to provide real-time feedback on how high the mirror is lifted and 
whether the mirror is tilted during gravity unloading. 

The air cylinder, support column, positioning guide column, tangential posi-
tion limiter and displacement sensor in the mechanical structure of the gravity 
unloading device are universal for all mirrors of different calibers, only the base 
plate and support plate need to be designed according to the corresponding 
mirror. According to the structure size of the mirror and the simulation analysis 
of gravity unloading, the connecting holes and the specific structure shape of the 
base plate and the support plate are designed. 

The control system mainly consists of computer (PC) with control interface, 
programmable logic control system (PLC) and solenoid valve and other compo-
nents. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the control system, the type of sole-
noid valve controlling each gas circuit is Type 6011, which has a fast execution 
speed and the shortest cycle time is 20 ms. To achieve high efficiency and high 
precision of gas supply, two different flow rates of gas supply are provided by 
proportional valves, which are high flow and low flow. When the air pressure is 
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far from the set value, it is a high flow supply, and when it is close, it becomes a 
low flow, thereby improving the efficiency of the gas supply. The specific control 
principle is through the computer input command to the PLC, the PLC controls 
the corresponding proportional valve and solenoid valve, and then achieve the 
control of air pressure in each circuit cylinder. In the whole operation process, 
the pressure sensor real-time monitoring and feedback the gas pressure value in 
the gas circuit, the position sensor can real-time feedback the height of the mir-
ror and whether the mirror tilts. 

Figure 4 shows the physical picture of the control system. At present, the con-
trol system can simultaneously control the air pressure supply of 36 gas circuits. 

3. Cylinder Performance Calibration Test 

Before assembling and commissioning of the gravity unloading device, it is ne-
cessary to calibrate each cylinder, test the relationship between the force and the 
air pressure of the cylinder, and the relationship between the force and the posi-
tion of the cylinder, cylinders with similar parameters are placed in the same gas  

 

 
Figure 3. The logic diagram of control system. 

 

 
Figure 4. The physical picture of control system. 
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circuit and the parameters of the cylinder in the same gas circuit are entered into 
the software program as a configuration file. The force-pressure curves and 
force-position curves of a French brand air cylinder and a Japanese brand air cy-
linder were tested here. 

Figure 5 gives the relationship curve between force and pressure for the French 
cylinder, with the test position selected as cylinder midstroke of the cylinder (0 
mm), midstroke +0.5 mm and midstroke −0.5 mm. As can be seen from the fig-
ure, the cylinder had a high degree of linearity and the support force provided in 
the pressure test range was approximately between 7 N and 86 N, and the max-
imum absolute error was 0.7 N. 

Figure 6 shows the relationship curve between force and position in the 
France cylinder with the air pressure selected as 50 mbar, 250 mbar and 450 
mbar respectively. The lower the slope of the force-position curve, the better the 
stiffness of the cylinder, and the most ideal state is that the slope is equal to 0. As 
can be seen from Figure 6, the actuator had a good stiffness and the maximum 
absolute error was 0.9 N within ±0.5 mm of the cylinder midstroke. 

 

 
Figure 5. (a) The relation curve between force and pressure of French brand air cylinder; (b) The corresponding error curve. 

 

 
Figure 6. (a) The relation curve between force and position of French brand air cylinder; (b) The corresponding error curve. 
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Figure 7 shows the relationship curve between force and pressure for the 
Japanese cylinder, with the test position selected as the midstroke of the cylinder 
(0 mm), midstroke +0.5 mm and midstroke −0.5 mm. As can be seen from the 
relationship curve, the linearity of the cylinder was very good, and it was less af-
fected by the position. In the pressure test range, the force provided by the cy-
linder was approximately 2.5 - 47.5 N, and the maximum absolute error was 
0.175 N. 

Figure 8 shows the relationship curve between force and position in the Jap-
anese cylinder with the air pressure selected as 50 mbar, 250 mbar and 450 mbar 
respectively. As can be seen from the relationship curve, the actuator had a good 
stiffness and the maximum absolute error was 0.35 N within ±0.5 mm of the cy-
linder midstroke. 

Based on the results of the performance calibration test, the comparison of the 
performance parameters of the two types of air cylinders is shown in Table 1. 
According to the test results, both the French cylinder and the Japanese cylinder 
had high linearity, but under the same air pressure, the force range of the two  

 

 
Figure 7. (a) The relation curve between force and pressure of Japanese brand air cylinder; (b) The corresponding error curve. 
 

 
Figure 8. (a) The relation curve between force and position of Japanese brand air cylinder; (b) The corresponding error curve. 
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cylinders was different. The French cylinder provided a wide force range, but it 
was not sensitive to small forces and cannot be used for testing below 10 N, and 
its error accuracy was not as good as that of the Japanese cylinder. While the 
force range provided by the Japanese cylinder was relatively small under the 
same air pressure. Since the change of cylinder type does not affect the control 
system, in actual operation the French cylinder and the Japanese cylinder were 
mixed, the French cylinder was used at the support point of the large force, and 
the Japanese cylinder was used at the support point of the small force, which 
could reduce the cost and improve the accuracy. However, it should be noted 
that the cylinders cannot be mixed in the same gas circuit. 

4. Experiment and Result 

The gravity unloading device was designed for a specific Ø2100 mm aperture 
mirror. According to the number of support points, the force value and the spe-
cific distribution position calculated by simulation, the corresponding cylinders 
were selected and the base plate and support plate were designed in detail. Other 
components of the gravity unloading structure and the control system were uni-
versal and only needed to be assembled as required. The physical picture of the 
designed gravity unloading device is shown in Figure 9. 

The detection optical path was built, and the interferometer and compensator 
were selected for detection. Under the vertical state of optical axis, the test state 
is shown in Figure 10. 

During the test, the coaxial mirror can generally remove certain system errors 
by the rotation method. The implementation was to keep the interferometer, 
compensator and gravity unloading device fixed, rotate the mirror and obtain  

 
Table 1. Comparison of performance parameters of two types of air cylinder. 

 French brand air cylinder Japanese brand air cylinder 

Force range 7 - 86 N 2.5 - 47.5 N 

Error accuracy ±0.9 N ±0.35 N 

 

 
Figure 9. The physical picture of gravity unloading device. 
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Figure 10. The picture of test site. 

 

 
Figure 11. The surface shape detection result under vertical optical axis. 

 
the test surface shape in three directions of 0˚, 120˚ and 240˚. The surface shape 
data in these three directions were processed and the test results after removing 
the system errors are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that the surface shape 
accuracy of the mirror was better than 1/50λ-RMS, which met the requirements 
of the optical system. 

5. Conclusion 

In order to meet the detection requirement of the space large aperture optical 
mirror in the state of vertical optical axis, this paper presents a universal type ac-
tive gravity unloading device which uses cylinder to provide supporting force. 
First, the design flow of the gravity unloading device was introduced. Then, the 
mechanical structure and control system were designed in detail, and the per-
formance parameters of the two cylinders were tested and compared, including 
the force-pressure relationship curve and the force-position relationship curve. 
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Finally, the experimental verification of the gravity unloading device was carried 
out, and for a specific Ø2100 mm aperture mirror, the gravity unloading device 
was designed and the detection optical path was built. The test results showed 
that the actual machining surface accuracy RMS of the mirror was better than 
1/50λ by using the gravity unloading device, which met the requirements of the 
optical system. It can be seen that by using the gravity unloading device, gravity 
can be effectively unloaded and high-precision mirror surface shape processing 
can be achieved. 
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